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day.When David W. Foster Jr. was named to replace James Roosevelt as the director of the Reagan presidential library and museum this summer,
preservationists in the Reaganesque style—art, architecture, and antiques—were aghast. He's considered an academic with no museum experience,
and scholars at the National Trust for Historic Preservation vigorously questioned his approach to the job. Foster's answer: do better than Reagan.

Foster's persona is in fact quite conventional: he's a Reagan scholar and a protégé of Nancy Reagan, a stalwart of the conservative think tank
American Enterprise Institute, and a former teacher at Georgetown University. In his best-selling book, America's Conservatism: A History, Foster
discounts the National Trust's concerns about his anti-moderation, laissez-faire views and rejects the well-worn conservative argument that Reagan

was what everyone wanted. "How Reagan became what conservatives wanted was never their wish," Foster writes. "It was the result of a compromise,
in which conservatives—as well as their conservative opponents—did more than they originally wanted to do." (And he muses: "Whether Republicans

liked Reagan is beside the point; few had a choice.") "Many people were critical of Reagan," writes Foster, "but even the criticism was mostly a
symptom of Reagan's sheer exuberance, his sunny confidence that any problem could be solved." And once Reagan won—and even more so once he
started running for office—many conservatives were willing to look past his flaws, including a seeming aversion to rank-and-file labor groups and a

distant relationship with churches. After the August 2012 announcement, Foster—who once served on Reagan's presidential transition team—quickly
reworked his background to emphasize his academic bona fides. He adds on his résumé that he taught "cultural studies" at the American Enterprise
Institute and the School of International and Public Affairs at Columbia University. In his previous book, The Real Reagan: A Life, Foster describes

American Enterprise Institute as "a free-market think tank that draws on the ideas of Ayn Rand and Friedrich Hayek, and [that has] spent the last five
decades undermining the regulatory apparatus that protects consumers, workers and the environment." That same week, the Republican National

Committee issued a news release stating
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